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Positive social relationships in humans are known to have health promoting effects while
negative social relationships have detrimental effects. Features of the broader social
network, including indirect connections, also impact health. However, complicating our
ability to examine these features, human networks are diverse and difficult to fully
quantify. Animal models where social networks can be fully characterized are useful in
examining how structurally similar yet functionally different relationships can differentially
relate to biomarkers of health. For example, in nonhuman primates, grooming serves two
main functions, to maintain social bonds (family/friends networks) or gain access to
resources/support (political networks). We examined whether an individual’s position in
these two network types was differentially related to biomarkers of inflammation and
physiological stress in female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta). Consistent with
predictions, females with higher family/friends centrality had lower IL-6/TNF-α levels, while
females with high political centrality showed elevated levels. Middle-ranking females with
high political centrality showed elevated hair cortisol yet little to no benefit of family/friend
centrality. These results indicate that while grooming interactions are structurally similar,
they may be functionally distinct and therefore have very different, even opposite, effects
on health. Affiliative interactions occurring within the context of an established relationship
(i.e., family/friends) can provide opportunities for social buffering. In contrast, interactions
among individuals without established relationships, even friendly interactions, may
ultimately be physiologically costly. Ultimately, these results indicate that while social
relationships may appear similar, the underlying functionality can have fundamentally
diverse physiological outcomes.
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18 Abstract

19 Positive social relationships in humans are known to have health promoting effects while 

20 negative social relationships have detrimental effects. Features of the broader social network, 

21 including indirect connections, also impact health. However, complicating our ability to examine 

22 these features, human networks are diverse and difficult to fully quantify. Animal models where 

23 social networks can be fully characterized are useful in examining how structurally similar yet 

24 functionally different relationships can differentially relate to biomarkers of health. For example, 

25 in nonhuman primates, grooming serves two main functions, to maintain social bonds 

26 (family/friends networks) or gain access to resources/support (political networks). We examined 

27 whether an individual’s position in these two network types was differentially related to 

28 biomarkers of inflammation and physiological stress in female rhesus macaques (Macaca 

29 mulatta). Consistent with predictions, females with higher family/friends centrality had lower IL-

30 6/TNF-α levels, while females with high political centrality showed elevated levels. Middle-

31 ranking females with high political centrality showed elevated hair cortisol yet little to no benefit 

32 of family/friend centrality. These results indicate that while grooming interactions are 

33 structurally similar, they may be functionally distinct and therefore have very different, even 

34 opposite, effects on health. Affiliative interactions occurring within the context of an established 

35 relationship (i.e., family/friends) can provide opportunities for social buffering.  In contrast, 

36 interactions among individuals without established relationships, even friendly interactions, may 

37 ultimately be physiologically costly. Ultimately, these results indicate that while social 

38 relationships may appear similar, the underlying functionality can have fundamentally diverse 

39 physiological outcomes. 
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41 Introduction

42 Decades of research has established that social relationships are a critical factor affecting 

43 an individual’s health (Uchino, Cacioppo, & Kiecolt-Glaser, 1996; Cacioppo & Hawkley, 2003; 

44 Uchino, 2006; Kappeler, Cremer, & Nunn, 2015). While social conflict can lead to stress (e.g., 

45 Sapolsky, 2005), it is generally thought that affiliative social relationships promote good health.  

46 For example, previous research in both human and nonhuman animals has revealed that 

47 individuals that have a greater number and/or strength of social relationships have reduced 

48 glucocorticoid (GC) concentrations (barbary macaques, Macaca sylvanus:  Shutt et al., 2007; 

49 rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta: Wooddell et al., 2017), with higher levels of GCs known to 

50 influence a wide variety of other physiological systems (e.g., Sapolsky, 2005). Socially 

51 integrated individuals also generally have greater reproductive success (e.g., horses, Equus ferus: 

52 Cameron, Setsaas, & Linklater, 2009; barbary macaques: Schülke et al., 2010; baboons, Papio 

53 spp.: Silk, Alberts, & Altmann, 2003; humans: Collins et al.,1993), greater immune function 

54 (e.g., cynomologus monkeys, Macaca fascicularis: Cohen et al., 1992; bonnett macaques, 

55 Macaca radiata: Boccia et al., 1997; humans: Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2005; Lutgendorf et al., 

56 2005), greater recovery after illness (humans: Kulik & Mahler, 1989; Seeman, 1996; Cohen et 

57 al.,1997; Corrigan & Phelan, 2004), and greater longevity (e.g., bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops 

58 truncatus: Stanton & Mann, 2012; rhesus macaques: Brent, Ruiz-Lambides, & Platt, 2017a; 

59 baboons: Silk et al., 2010; Archie et al., 2014; Alberts, 2019; humans: Holt-Lunstad, Smith, & 

60 Layton, 2010; Sprague dawley rats: Yee et al.,2008). Although it is unclear whether the positive 

61 health benefits of social affiliation/integration are the proximate or ultimate mechanisms driving 
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62 such behaviors (e.g., Brent et al.,2014), the health benefits nonetheless emphasize the sheer 

63 importance of social relationships on the quality and quantity of life. 

64 However, humans have a notoriously complex system of social interactions, which can 

65 include family, spouses, friends, work colleagues, church members, etc. Social relationships in 

66 humans have been analyzed as perceptions of social integration and support, the complexity and 

67 variety of social relationships (e.g., a social network-based approach), the frequencies of social 

68 behaviors, the quality of relationships, or presence/absence of certain social relationships (i.e., 

69 spousal relationships or living socially/alone; see Berkman et al., 2000 for a review). Given the 

70 complexity of human social behavior and the various methods utilized to capture human 

71 sociality, generalizations and direct comparisons between studies examining sociality and health 

72 is difficult. For example, questionnaires that focus on binary outcomes (presence/absence of a 

73 spouse; living alone/with others) may not accurately capture the entirety of that individual’s 

74 social life, as social integration may be manifested elsewhere outside of these specific 

75 relationships (Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010). Furthermore, human self-reports (or perceptions) of 

76 social integration or loneliness (i.e., subjective experiences) can be independently associated 

77 with health outcomes (Melchior et al.,2003; Rico-Uribe et al., 2016) yet they often are weakly 

78 related to objective experiences (e.g., face-to-face interactions; received support; Haber et 

79 al.,2007; Dias et al.,2018). Social network analysis may therefore be an advantageous way to 

80 capture sociality, as it can be used to quantify the multiscale complex web of social interactions 

81 and relationships that make up social life. Whereas traditional methods rely solely on direct 

82 social interactions, social network analysis measures both direct (interactions between two 

83 individuals) and indirect (the interactions among other individuals that one interacts with) 

84 connections (Brent, 2015; Farine & Whitehead, 2015; McCowan et al., 2016). Given that social 
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85 networks can be incredibly large in human societies, determining the boundaries of a network to 

86 allow for measurement of indirect ties is difficult, but these indirect ties have been shown to be 

87 highly important in animal models of health and survival, where the entirety of an animal’s 

88 social network can be quantified (rhesus macaques: Brent, 2015; Balasubramaniam et al., 2016; 

89 bottlenose dolphins: Stanton & Mann, 2012). 

90 Furthermore, it is possible that not all social relationships, even those thought to reflect 

91 strong affiliative bonds, have comparable effects on health, and limited research has supported 

92 this notion. For example, the quality of relationships with family members was found to be 

93 inversely associated with psychosomatic symptoms in low-income mothers, whereas the quality 

94 of intimate relationships (e.g., husband/boyfriend) was not (Hall, Schaefer, & Greenberg, 1987). 

95 Family (i.e., genetic relatives excluding children) and friend network variables predicted 

96 disability and recovery risks among adults 65 years and older, but network variables relating to 

97 children and partners did not (Mendes de Leon et al., 1999). Similarly, research with nonhuman 

98 primates has indicated that females shrink and focus their networks on a few preferred social 

99 partners (mainly close kin) during times of stress (Crockford et al., 2008; Wittig et al., 2008), 

100 indicating that not all social relationships are equally important, and that a strong network of a 

101 few individuals can have a meaningful impact on infant and adult survival (Silk et al., 2003; 

102 2010; although see McFarland et al., 2017 for the importance of weak social bonds). Further, in 

103 Assamese macaques (Macaca assamensis), strong social bonds with males or females predicts 

104 lower GC levels, depending on the season, indicating that the effects of strong social bonds are 

105 context-dependent (Fürtbauer et al., 2014). These results, although limited, indicate that while 

106 social relationships generally are a major factor affecting fitness in both human and animals, 

107 certain social relationships appear to be especially salient. 
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108   In primates, grooming is a primary social affiliative behavior that is accompanied with 

109 physiological responses in both the initiator and receiver, evidenced by lowered heart rates 

110 (Boccia, Reite, & Laudenslager, 1989; Aureli, Preston, & de Waal, 1999) and lowered cortisol 

111 concentrations (Gust et al., 1993; Shutt et al., 2007; Wooddell et al., 2017). Although the 

112 hypotheses for the function of grooming range from parasite reduction (Barton, 1985; Akinyi et 

113 al., 2013), to thermoregulation (McFarland et al., 2015; 2016), one of the most highly considered 

114 functions of grooming is for social purposes. Grooming may be used to maintain social bonds 

115 (Dunbar 1991) and social cohesion (Lehmann, Korstjens, & Dunbar, 2007) and possibly for 

116 tolerance and exchange for agonistic support (Schino, 2007; Borgeaud & Bhsary, 2015, although 

117 this remains debated). Given this, grooming can serve two primary social functions: 1) to 

118 perform among close kin and close ‘friends’ to solidify bonds and 2) to serve political or 

119 economic functions and be performed ‘up the hierarchy’ from low-ranking individuals to high-

120 ranking individuals (Seyfarth, 1977; 1980) that promote tolerance and/or solicit support in 

121 agonistic interactions (Schino, 2007; Borgeaud & Bhsary, 2015). Therefore, although grooming 

122 is the same physical behavior, it may serve two fundamentally different functions based on the 

123 dyadic identities of the individuals involved. However, to date, studies examining social 

124 grooming have typically combined all forms of social grooming into a single category. 

125 Therefore, whether differential effects on health exist in primates based on the type of grooming 

126 relationship are unknown.

127 To better understand the physiological consequences of different types of “affiliative” 

128 interactions, we used rhesus macaques as a model species.  Animal models provide greater 

129 ability to collect detailed information about the impact of complex and varied social networks on 

130 health (Karelina & deVries, 2010) for two primary reasons. First, data used to generate animal 
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131 social networks are collected by direct observation, rather than self-reports, which is common in 

132 human studies and can be prone to recall error and bias (Van de Mortel, 2008). Second, the 

133 entirety of an animal’s social network can be quantified, including all present or absent 

134 relationships, as every individual in the network can be observed.  Specifically, we examined 

135 whether centrality in two different grooming social networks predicted two biomarkers of 

136 inflammation (e.g., interleukin-6 [IL-6] and tumor necrosis factor-alpha [TNF-α]), and hair 

137 cortisol concentrations (HCCs) in female rhesus macaques. The first network (termed 

138 “family/friends”) consisted of dyads for which the individuals have both a grooming and 

139 huddling relationship, as this indicates that individuals were comfortable enough to be in 

140 physical contact with one another in the absence of an overt behavior (such as grooming). The 

141 second network (termed “political”) was comprised of dyads for which there was only ever 

142 grooming recorded between the dyad, inferring that there may not be a comfortable enough 

143 relationship in the dyad for close proximity to occur without an appeasement behavior. We 

144 assayed two biomarkers of inflammation (IL-6; Scheller et al., 2011) and TNF-α), which are risk 

145 factors for a variety of diseases and mortality (Bruunsgaard et al., 2003) and have previously 

146 been reported to be associated with social variables in humans (e.g., IL-6: Friedman et al., 2005; 

147 TNF-α: Marucha et al., 2005) and rhesus macaques (IL-6, TNF-α: Vandeleest et al., 2016).  We 

148 additionally analyzed HCCs as a biomarker of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical activity. 

149 HCCs are non-invasive and long-term (e.g., weeks to months) measures of cortisol secretion and 

150 are less susceptible to circadian and temporal fluctuations (Davenport et al., 2006; Meyer & 

151 Novak 2012). Given that rhesus macaques are nepotistic (i.e., direct most of their social 

152 interactions towards close kin) and despotic (forming a strong linear hierarchy with little social 

153 tolerance), we predicted that family/friends network measures would be reflective of supportive 
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154 affiliative relationships and be associated with reduced levels of these biomarkers, whereas 

155 political grooming network measures would likely be more economic in nature and therefore be 

156 associated with elevated levels.

157 Materials and Methods

158 Subjects and housing

159 Subjects were 222 adult (3 years and older) female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) 

160 born and reared at the California National Primate Research Center in Davis, California. 

161 Notably, we only used female subjects for this study, as although male social bonds have 

162 important fitness outcomes (e.g., barbary macaques: Schülke et al., 2010; bottlenose dolphins: 

163 Stanton & Mann, 2012), male rhesus macaques engage in social affiliation far less frequently 

164 (Drickamer, 1976) and tend to be more socially isolated than females (Brent, Ruiz-Lambides, & 

165 Platt, 2017b). Furthermore, given that male rhesus macaque dominance rank is not inherited, as it 

166 is in females, but is rather achieved by group tenure (Manson, 1998), our previous research has 

167 indicated that markers of social status are better indicators of health in males than females 

168 (Vandeleest et al., 2016; 2018). Subjects lived in one of four large, multigenerational and 

169 matrilineal social groups containing 100-200 mixed-sex individuals (Group A: 132 individuals, 

170 15 matrilines ranging in size from 1-20 individuals; Group B: 204 individuals, 37 matrilines 

171 ranging in size from 1-15 individuals; Group C: 125 individuals, 7 matrilines ranging in size 

172 from 1-36 individuals; Group D: 185 individuals, 14 matrilines ranging in size from 1-24 

173 individuals). Each group lived in a 0.2 hectare outdoor enclosure, which was equipped with A-

174 frames, hanging barrels, and perches. Subjects were fed commercial monkey chow twice a day 

175 and received scattered foraging enrichment (nuts, oats, or seeds) once a day. Colony produce 
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176 enrichment (fruits or vegetables) was provided once per week. All procedures and protocols were 

177 approved by UC Davis Animal Care and Use Committee. 

178 Behavioral data collection

179 Four groups were studied as part of an ongoing study regarding the associations between 

180 social networks and health. Groups A and B were studied for six continuous weeks from March 

181 to April 2013 and 2014, respectively. Groups C and D were studied for six continuous weeks 

182 from September to October 2013 and 2014, respectively. Rhesus macaques are seasonal breeders 

183 (Vandenbergh & Vessey, 1968), with the breeding season occurring primarily from August-

184 February, and the birthing season taking place from March-June, thus both distinct seasons are 

185 represented in the dataset. 

186 Behavioral data were collected six hours per day, four days per week from 0900-1200 

187 and 1300-1700 each day by one of three observers (inter-rater reliability, Krippendorff’s alpha 

188 ≥0.85). Affiliative behavior was collected via instantaneous scan sampling every 20-minutes 

189 (totaling 18 scans per day), where identities of all adult female dyads (3 years and older) 

190 affiliating were recorded. During scan samples, we focused on two affiliative behaviors: 

191 grooming and huddling. Grooming was defined as picking apart the fur, possibly licking the fur, 

192 and removal of debris. Huddling was defined as physical contact with another individual in the 

193 absence of grooming, i.e., the individuals were touching one another. Grooming and huddling 

194 behaviors were mutually exclusive for the dyad (an individual grooming another was also not 

195 huddling that individual), but individuals could be huddling with other individuals that they were 

196 not grooming. Aggression data (threats, chases, bites) were also collected via an event sampling 

197 protocol for six hours per day, four days per week by two other observers. Dyadic aggression 
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198 data was used to calculate dominance ranks via the R package Perc (Fujii et al., 2015; 

199 Vandeleest et al., 2016). 

200 Social network analysis

201 Political and family/friends grooming networks (see Fig. 1) were considered as weighted 

202 and undirected networks, with the exception of degree metrics which were both directed and 

203 undirected. Centrality and cohesion measures for each individual were calculated for each 

204 grooming network in Cytoscape 3.7.1 using two plug-ins, NetscapeAnalyzer and CytoNCA 

205 (Shannon et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2014). Table 1 presents the network measures utilized in this 

206 study. Centrality measures included weighted and unweighted overall degree, indegree, and 

207 outdegree, weighted and unweighted eigenvector, weighted and unweighted betweenness, 

208 weighted and unweighted information, and weighted and unweighted closeness (see Fig. 2). 

209 Cohesion was measured using clustering coefficient. Links in the family/friends grooming 

210 network were largely driven by familial relationships whereas links in the political grooming 

211 tended to go up the dominance hierarchy (Fig. 1).  Dominance rank was calculated for all 

212 subjects using data from dyadic aggression via the percolation and conductance method (Perc 

213 package in R; Fushing et al., 2011; Fujii et al., 2015). Two rank related variables were 

214 constructed; 1) percentile dominance rank which reflected the percent of animals in the cage 

215 outranked and 2) rank categories of high (> 70%), middle (40-70%), and low (<40%).

216 ----------------------------Figure 1--------------------------

217 ----------------------------Table 1--------------------------

218
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219 ----------------------------Figure 2--------------------------

220 Biological sample collection

221 Samples (blood serum for cytokine assay, hair for cortisol assay) were taken during the 

222 fifth week of each group’s study period during routine, semi-annual health checks. On a single 

223 morning, all animals were lightly sedated with ketamine (10 mg/kg) and given veterinary exams.  

224 Then blood samples were obtained from the femoral vein and serum was aliquoted and stored at 

225 −80 °C for later assay. Finally, hair samples were taken by shaving the back of the animals’ 

226 necks and stored in an aluminum pouch at room temperature until further processing. The order 

227 in which animals were processed and samples were collected during the morning was recorded to 

228 control for any potential impacts of time of collection on the physiological variables examined.  

229 Cytokine assay

230 Serum levels of IL-6 and TNF-α were measured using commercially available, species 

231 specific Milliplex multi-analyte profiling (MAP) reagents purchased from EMD/Millipore 

232 (Billerica, MA, USA), and utilizing Luminex Xmap technology (Luminex, Austin, TX, USA). 

233 Color coded polystyrene microbeads coated with specific antibodies for IL-6 and TNF-α were 

234 incubated with the serum samples, washed, and then were further reacted with biotinylated 

235 detector antibodies followed by Streptavidin-PE to label the immune complexes on the beads. 

236 After a final washing to remove all unbound material, the beads were interrogated in a BioPlex 

237 dual laser (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA). The median fluorescent index for each sample was 

238 compared to a standard curve to calculate the concentration. Samples were tested in duplicate 
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239 and had an intra-assay coefficient of variability of 15.3%. Samples falling below the threshold 

240 sensitivity of the assay (1.6 pg/mL) were assigned a value of one.

241 Hair cortisol concentrations (HCCs) 

242 Cortisol was extracted from the hair using established methods (Davenport et al., 2006; 

243 Vandeleest et al., 2019). There was insufficient hair available for collection and cortisol analysis 

244 for eight subjects. Briefly, samples were washed with isopropanol and dried before being ground 

245 to a fine powder using a ball-mill grinder (Retsch MM400). Cortisol was extracted from 

246 powdered hair using methanol overnight. Finally, methanol supernatant was removed and dried 

247 under a stream of air and samples were reconstituted using assay buffer and stored at −80 °C 

248 until assay. Samples were assayed in duplicate with an enzyme immunoassay (Salimetrics, State 

249 College, PA). Resulting values were converted to pg/mg for analysis. Inter and intra- coefficients 

250 of variation for the assay were 11.6% and 2.33%, respectively. 

251 Statistical analysis

252 Generalized linear models using a negative binomial distribution were run using STATA  

253 15.1 (StataCorp., 2017) to examine the impact of grooming network variables on each biomarker 

254 separately. A random effect indicating the cage of origin was included in all models.  For each 

255 outcome (i.e., IL-6, TNF-α, HCCs), variables relating to demographics (age, rank), network 

256 position in the family/friends grooming network (e.g., weighted closeness centrality), and 

257 network position in the political grooming network (e.g., weighted eigenvector centrality) were 

258 entered and AIC values and Wald’s statistics were examined. Both continuous dominance rank 

259 and rank categories were entered to determine if non-linear rank effects were present.  Highly 
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260 correlated network variables (e.g. weighted and unweighted eigenvector centrality or 

261 betweenness and information centrality) were never run in the same model.  Using an 

262 information theoretic approach, we identified a candidate set of models (dAIC < 2 and 

263 significant Wald’s statistic) which were further compared using model likelihoods and model 

264 weights (Burnham and Anderson, 2002).  We present the candidate set of models but one model 

265 for each outcome was selected for interpretation of effects.

266 Results

267 IL-6

268 Models indicated that weighted eigenvector centrality in the political grooming network, 

269 weighted closeness centrality in the family/friends grooming network, and age predicted baseline 

270 levels of IL-6 (see Table 2).  Specifically, individuals with greater centrality (weighted 

271 eigenvector) in the political grooming network exhibited higher levels of the pro-inflammatory 

272 cytokine IL-6 (Table 3; Fig. 3A) while more central individuals (i.e. high weighted closeness 

273 centrality) in the family/friends network showed lower levels of IL-6 (see Table 3; Fig. 2B). 

274 Finally, older animals tended to have higher levels of IL-6.

275 ----------------------------Table 2--------------------------

276 ---------------------------Table 3---------------------------

277 ----------------------------Figure 3--------------------------

278
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279 TNF-α

280 Baseline levels of TNF-α also were predicted by weighted eigenvector centrality in the 

281 political grooming network and weighted closeness centrality in the family/friends grooming 

282 network in the best fit models (see Table 2).  As with IL-6, higher connectivity in the political 

283 grooming network (Fig. 4A) and lower connectivity in the family/friends grooming network 

284 were associated with higher levels of TNF-α (Fig. 4B; see Table 3) While included in the 

285 models, the effects of age and sampling order were not significant predictors of levels of TNF-α.

286 ----------------------------Figure 4--------------------------

287 HCCs

288 Best fit models predicting HCCs indicated that information weight centrality in the 

289 political grooming network, weighted closeness centrality in the family/friends network, rank, 

290 and their interactions were important (see Table 2). Plotting of the interaction effects indicated 

291 that more central females in the political grooming network exhibited higher HCCs, but only if 

292 they were middle-ranking (see Table 3, Fig. 5A).  More central females in the family/friends 

293 grooming network had lower HCCs if they were low- or high-ranking but no effect was seen for 

294 middle-ranking females (Fig. 5B).  Finally, animals whose samples were collected earlier in the 

295 morning exhibited lower HCCs than those collected later in the morning.

296 ----------------------------Figure 5--------------------------

297 Discussion
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298 Humans and rhesus macaques are characterized by a plethora of social relationships 

299 ranging from affiliation among close family and friends, to political relationships with 

300 individuals in power, and to agonistic encounters. Generally, research has indicated that 

301 affiliative social interactions promote health. However, our findings indicate that not all 

302 relationships that appear affiliative on the surface are of the same type and quality and have 

303 similar effects on health. Specifically, we found that females that were more socially connected 

304 in family/friends grooming networks had lower levels of biomarkers of inflammation (IL-6 and 

305 TNF-α), whereas females that were more socially connected in political grooming networks (i.e., 

306 those that may be associated with economical purposes or dominance rank) had higher levels of 

307 biomarkers of inflammation. Furthermore, while middle-ranking females with higher levels of 

308 social centrality in the political grooming network displayed higher levels of HCCs, these 

309 females did not reap the same benefits of lowered HCCs as low- and high-ranking females in the 

310 family/friends grooming networks. 

311 Unsurprisingly, females with greater centrality in the family/friends grooming networks 

312 exhibited lower levels of biomarkers of inflammation, indicating social affiliation (i.e., 

313 grooming) among close kin and friends can impact health (Yang, Schorpp, & Harris, 2014). This 

314 is consistent with a variety of research suggesting that strong affiliative bonds can buffer 

315 individuals from stress and promote health (Boccia et al., 1997; Shutt et al., 2007; Archie et al., 

316 2014). We defined family/friends relationships as those in which there is both a huddling and a 

317 grooming relationship, suggesting a functionally strong relationship, rather than inferring strong 

318 bonds based on genetic or familial ties alone. We used huddling behavior because coming into 

319 close proximity with another individual (with or without the occurrence of grooming) can result 

320 in aggression (Schino & Alessandrini, 2015), and therefore animals will likely only engage in 
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321 this type of contact with others with whom they have a clearly defined relationship.  Although 

322 kinship commonly drives social affiliation in many animal species (Brent et al., 2014), not all kin 

323 exhibit close bonds (Beisner et al., 2011), and close bonds can be exhibited by non-kin (i.e., 

324 friends) as well (Fig.1; Brent et al., 2014; horses: Cameron et al., 2009). Therefore, our 

325 behavioral definition of family/friends networks requires that there is a degree of comfortability 

326 in the dyad (as exhibited by close physical contact in the absence of grooming behaviors), which 

327 may indicate an underlying strong, established bond. Indeed, in both human and nonhuman 

328 primates, physical contact, or embracing, can predict the strength of a dyad’s social bond 

329 (Suvilehto et al., 2015; Pallante et al., 2019). This indicates that strong bonds are likely exhibited 

330 by both a huddling (physical touch) and grooming relationship, which has also been found in 

331 Barbary macaques where dyads that spend more time grooming each other also were more likely 

332 to huddle (Campbell et al., 2018). While our study cannot determine causality (did social 

333 centrality in the family/friends network reduce biomarkers of inflammation or did reduced 

334 biomarkers induce centrality in the family/friends network), Brent et al., (2017a) similarly found 

335 that family network size (i.e., the number of adult female kin) predicted survival in prime-aged 

336 (i.e., 6-17 years) female rhesus macaques. While their study did not directly examine social 

337 networks (constructed through behavioral data) as a predictor of survival, our study hints at an 

338 intriguing possible mechanism underlying these effects: affiliative behavior among close kin and 

339 friends may result in lower susceptibility to many disease states, as found in a recent study in 

340 which close social relationships were found to buffer pathogen transmission (likely via reduced 

341 inflammatory responses) under stable social conditions (Balasubramaniam et al., 2016).  

342 Likewise, Yang et al. (2014) found in humans that support from family and friends protected 

343 against risks of inflammation, whereas social strain in these relationships had even greater 
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344 negative associations with biomarkers of inflammation. Given that familial (and to a lesser extent 

345 friend) relationships endure through various periods and can persist decades (in both humans and 

346 nonhuman primates), these relationships likely have an important and long-lasting impact on 

347 health.  

348 On the other hand, females with greater centrality in political grooming networks, i.e., 

349 networks governed more by social status, displayed higher levels of biomarkers of inflammation. 

350 Whereas the definition of family/friends networks required a dyad to exhibit both grooming and 

351 huddling relationships, females with political relationships exhibited no observed physical 

352 contact behaviors (i.e., huddling) during a 6-week period. The absence of close physical contact 

353 may suggest that these individuals do not have clearly established relationships or that their 

354 established relationship is one in which agonism is possible. Therefore, these social interactions 

355 can be unpredictable, resulting in a degree of risk, uncertainty, and anxiety. These interactions, 

356 rather than reflecting an existing affiliative relationship, may be transactional in nature, reflecting 

357 a desire to maintain peace/tolerance or used in a biological market exchange (Schino, 2007; 

358 Borgeaud & Bhsary, 2015). The health results associated with political grooming networks 

359 further indicate that they are likely a fundamentally different social network than affiliative 

360 networks (family/friends) and can even be associated with a physiological cost. 

361 There are several hypotheses for which political relationships may be associated with 

362 increased (rather than decreased) physiological costs.  Political relationships may be especially 

363 taxing on some individuals, as they may all be unidirectional in nature. Given that female 

364 macaques typically groom up the hierarchy (Seyfarth, 1977; Schino, Ventura, & Troisi, 2005), 

365 political relationships are unlikely to be bidirectional, indicating that political relationships could 
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366 be a major time investment, with little reciprocation. An analogous example in humans is 

367 caregivers to the terminally ill, which invest significant time and often suffer increased stress 

368 loads and poorer health outcomes themselves as well (Schulz & Beach, 1999; Son et al., 2007). 

369 Furthermore, the engagement in political grooming may be governed by force, which can have 

370 detrimental health outcomes.  For example, individuals grooming family/friends may be 

371 choosing to do so, at their own will, due to an established, comfortable relationship. Individuals 

372 grooming others for rank-related purposes may be delegated by a social contract, as aggression 

373 may result if grooming is not given. Indeed, Schino et al. (2005) found that in Japanese 

374 macaques (Macaca fuscata; a species with a similar social system to rhesus macaques), females 

375 directed their grooming to higher-ranking females that directed the most aggression to them. In 

376 this case, grooming may be given by means of the threat of force, deemed the “extortion 

377 hypothesis” (Silk, 1982). While speculative, this scenario is analogous to forced friendly human 

378 interactions, such as work-boss encounters or other scenarios in which there is little choice for 

379 (un)involvement. Accordingly, Yang et al. (2014) concluded that strain in familial networks have 

380 the greatest adverse effect on biomarkers of inflammation, likely because these relationships are 

381 long-term and less governed by choice. Therefore, it could be possible that negative health 

382 outcomes could be associated with social relationships in which there is little active choice 

383 (which may be possibly seen in political grooming). Indeed, control and predictability of the 

384 environment (which may include choice) are often associated with lower levels of GCs in both 

385 animals and humans (Weiss, 1970; Miller, 1979; Evans, Wener, & Phillips, 2002), which could 

386 lead to systemic effects (e.g., inflammation; Sapolsky, 2005). 

387 Given the dichotomy of health biomarkers associated with political compared to 

388 family/friends grooming networks, these results lead to an unusual conundrum: are all forms of 
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389 social grooming truly affiliative? While the overt behavior may appear to be the same, the 

390 functionality, may be fundamentally different. This is seen in other instances in primates, such as 

391 silent-bared teeth displays, in which the corners of the mouth are drawn back to display the teeth, 

392 resembling a human smile. Although overtly appearing identical, they can function differently 

393 depending on the social context and the dyad involved (Beisner & McCowan. 2014), either 

394 reflecting immediate submission in the context of an aggressive encounter or long-term 

395 subordination (i.e., in the absence of agonism) accompanied by an established social bond 

396 (Beisner & McCowan, 2014). A similar parallel can be found in humans in which the Duchenne 

397 smile (a spontaneous smile often accompanied by enjoyment) can appear similar as conscious 

398 smiling, although these have very different physiological processes and brain area activations 

399 and may signal different social communications (Ekman, Davidson, & Friesen, 1990; Frank & 

400 Ekman, 1993), similar to studies investigating the chemical composition of reflexive eye-

401 protective tears and emotional tears. Although appearing similar, the chemical composition of 

402 tears resulting from emotions is fundamentally different than eye-protective tears (Frey II et al., 

403 1981) and can serve communicative purposes to others (Gelstein et al., 2011). Thus, our research 

404 further brings into question whether similar overt behaviors reflect similar physiological 

405 processes and outcomes. Therefore, when analyzing sociality, the social behavior itself must not 

406 only be analyzed, but also the function and context in which it occurs.

407  Our results regarding HCCs are more complex. Whereas the previous results with 

408 cytokines revealed no main effects or interactions with dominance rank, the relationship with 

409 HCCs did. Specifically, whereas middle-ranking females with greater social centrality in the 

410 political grooming network had higher levels of HCCs, there was not a social buffering effect in 

411 their family/friends grooming network. In other words, while both low- and high- ranking 
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412 females with greater social centrality in the family/friends grooming network had lower HCCs, 

413 there was no effect for middle-ranking females. This suggests that while middle-ranking females 

414 have consequences of maintaining political bonds (e.g., higher HCCs), they reap very little 

415 benefit from strong close bonds. This poses an interesting scenario for middle-ranking females: 

416 why do they engage in political bonding when there is a physiological cost in doing so? And 

417 further, why are strong family/friend networks for middle-ranking females not associated with 

418 lowered HCCs? It is important to note that while there may be a physiological cost associated 

419 with political grooming that can be detrimental in the short-term (i.e., cytokines and 

420 inflammation), there may be a social benefit that can be advantageous in the long-term. 

421 Grooming can be used as a commodity to exchange for agonistic support, with females 

422 reciprocated grooming with coalitions and alliances (Schino, 2007). As female rhesus macaques 

423 rely on coalitionary support to maintain and reinforce the dominance hierarchy, long-term 

424 support may be given to females active in the political grooming network, which is necessary to 

425 maintain their dominance rank. Indeed, middle-ranking females are often the ones that have the 

426 highest levels of uncertainty in their social position (Vandeleest et al., 2016; Schrock et al., 

427 2019) and thus may perform political grooming due to this uncertainty. It is also possible that 

428 because they are engaged in political grooming, the adverse biomarkers associated with greater 

429 political grooming may outweigh any potential benefits of family/friends grooming (e.g., Yang 

430 et al., 2014).  Future research should examine coalitionary support in relation to political and 

431 family/friends grooming networks and the complex interconnections with health in both the short 

432 and long-term. 

433 Our study is not without its limitations. First, we did not experimentally manipulate 

434 individuals, which did not allow us to make conclusions about the direction of relationships. For 
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435 example, Debray et al. (2019) experimentally manipulated dominance ranks of female rhesus 

436 macaques, which altered patterns of social affiliation, which in turn predicted mitochondrial 

437 DNA for immune cells. By experimentally manipulating patterns of social affiliation, future 

438 research will be able to compare the direct effects of social affiliation on both biomarkers and 

439 overt markers of health. Furthermore, our study also did not compare the time-budget of females 

440 engaged in social affiliation in either political or affiliative networks, and it is entirely possible 

441 that time constraints prevented inclusion in both networks equally.

442 Conclusion

443 Both humans and many species of nonhuman primates engage in a complex 

444 interconnected system of social interactions. Decades of research has established that affiliative 

445 social interactions can have a beneficial impact on health, however limited research has 

446 investigated which relationships are especially salient. By utilizing nonhuman primates as a 

447 model for the complexity of human sociality, we were able to tease apart two very physically 

448 similar, but fundamentally different social relationships and their effects on health. Our research 

449 has indicated that not all social relationships are equally associated with biomarkers of health, 

450 and even, can have opposite effects on health. This is important to consider for both human and 

451 nonhuman primate work. Our work has laid the groundwork for future studies in both humans 

452 and nonhuman primates examining the complexity of social relationships and its varying degrees 

453 of health implications. 
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Table 1(on next page)

Network Measures
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Metric Description

Degree centrality measures the number of direct connections for each node, as well as their 

direction as either incoming (indegree) or outgoing (outdegree)

Eigenvector centrality measures degree centrality but weights more heavily neighbors who are also 

highly connected

Betweenness centrality measures the number of times a node lies on the shortest path between other 

nodes

Information centrality measures the number of times a node lies on any path between other nodes

Closeness centrality measures how close each node is to all other nodes within the network

Clustering coefficient measures the extent to which a node's neighbors are also connected to each 

other 

1

2
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Table 2(on next page)

Best model results for IL6, TNF-α and hair cortisol analysis.
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Model Parameters AIC

Model

Likelihood

Model 

Weight

IL-6

Model 1: Political weighted eigenvector centrality (PolEW), Friends/family 

weighted closeness centrality (FFCW), Age 

1349.9 1.00 0.35

Model 2: PolEW, FFCW, Age, Sampling order 1350.5 0.74 0.26

Model 3: PolEW, FFCW, Percentile dominance rank (PDR), Age, Sampling order
1350.8 0.65 0.23

Model 4: PolEW, FFCW, PDR, Age, Sampling order
1351.6 0.43 0.15

Model 5: Empty Modela 1363.1 0.00

TNF-α
Model 1: PolEW, FFCW, Sampling order 2346.38 1.00 0.31

Model 2: PolEW, FFCW, Age 2346.39 1.00 0.31

Model 3: PolEW, FFCW, PDR, Age 2346.70 0.85 0.27

Model 4: PolEW, FFCW, PDR, Age, Sampling order 2348.37 0.37 0.11

Model 5: Empty Modela 2356.49 0.01

Hair cortisol

Model 1: Political weighted information centrality (PolIW), FFCW, Rank, PolIW*Rank, 

FFCW*Rank, Sampling order

2064.9 1.00 0.47

Model 2: PolIW, FFCW, Rank, PolIW*Rank, Sampling order 2065.8 0.64 0.30

Model 3: PolIW, Rank, PolIW*Rank, Sampling order 2066.4 0.47 0.22

Model 4: Empty Modela 2103.9 0.00

1
a Empty Model only includes the intercept and the random effect (Cage)

2
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Table 3(on next page)

Best model results for IL6, TNF-α and hair cortisol analysis.
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Model Parameters β coefficient p-value

IL-6

Political weighted eigenvector centrality 3.84 0.003

Friends/Family weighted closeness 

centrality -1.61 0.002

Age 0.042 0.161

Intercept 2.64 0.011

TNF-α
Political weighted eigenvector centrality 4.06 0.016

Friends/Family weighted closeness 

centrality -2.64 <0.0001

Sampling order -0.03 0.569

Intercept 6.71 0.001

Hair cortisol
Political weighted information centrality 

(PolIW) 0.008 0.930

Rank-low 0.418 0.291

Rank-mid -1.068 0.003

PolIW*Rank-low -0.142 0.227

PolIW*Rank-mid 0.271 0.012

Friends/family weighted closeness 

centrality (FFCW) -0.624 0.023

FFCW*Rank-low -0.021 0.953

FFCW*Rank-mid 0.580 0.052

Sampling order 0.053 <0.0001

Intercept 4.40 0.001

1

2
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Figure 1
Example network graphs.

Example graphs of A. family/friends groom network and B. Political groom network from
social group C.
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Figure 2
Illustration of network metrics.

Example network illustrating nodes with the highest value for different types of centrality
measures.
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Figure 3
Effects of grooming centrality on IL-6.

Effects of political grooming centrality (A) and family/friend grooming centrality (B) on levels
of IL6 with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4
Effects of grooming centrality on TNF- α.

Effects of political grooming centrality (A) and family/friend grooming centrality (B) on levels
of TNFα with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5
Effects of grooming centrality on hair cortisol concentrations.

Effects of political grooming centrality (A) and family/friend grooming centrality (B) by rank
on hair cortisol concentrations.
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